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ABSTRACT 

The following paper illustrates the application and the verification of detailed methodologies employed by 
international agencies to assess the Scenic Quality of a landscape. Several States determine a landscape’s visual 
quality using predictor variables. This research aims to validate the recognized ability of these predictor 
variables to reproduce untreated observers’ preferences. The definition of the Scenic Quality of a landscape is 
often infected by subjective opinions but sometimes exceptions exist. Public judgment recognizes a high Visual 
Quality to landscape when natural reserves, national parks, and archaeological interest exist. Various procedures 
collected in international literature suggest the use of predictor indicators to evaluate public preferences. Three 
variables have been chosen to analyze a series of selected Italian landscapes: Vividness, Intactness and Unity. 
Photographic inventories were created for different landscapes. Pools of landscape architects judged the slides 
associated to each landscape using a  7-point scale for the three indicators. Identical slides were then shown to 
untrained observers composed of 201 students that used a 10-point scale to evaluate Scenic Beauty for each 
picture. Students’ judgments were then related to the expert judgments using correlation and regression analysis. 
The results indicate that vividness is most correlated with Scenic Beauty that presents a much weaker correlation 
with intactness. Unity has weak correlation with Scenic Beauty and it has no significant presence into regression 
equation in predicting community predilections. The research therefore aims to assess landscape perception 
from the road environment. Road evaluation from the surrounding landscape is considered as a possible future 
application using simulation or rendering techniques. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The design of new roadway infrastructures contains significant meaning not only in terms of functional 
and safety improvement of the network but also in regards to the socio-economic development interesting a 
territory that goes beyond regional barriers. This process is obliged in every case to mitigate and reduce all the 
eventual negative impacts on the community. Today the roadway design features are mostly to the judgments 
and decisions of designers that often don’t have the instruments to accurately estimate nor verify the effective 
outputs related to their decisions if not when the interventions are ended.  

In many countries the importance of context-sensitive road design is not a new procedure, as it is in 
Italy but a recognized procedure to be observed. Some methods were developed to examine roadway-landscape 
interactions while several other procedures related to assessments of landscape from road and assessments of 
road form landscape were produced. Many States and Federal Agencies in the US have adopted scenic highway 
programs or programs with elements analogous to scenic-based planning. Generally, each applies an expert-
based methodology, using descriptors to formulate statements of Visual Quality. These predictor indicators 
interpret, with adequate accuracy, the predilections of community, if it was doable to interview the community. 
This statement is only partially true according to some researchers. Public participation is an important 
component of most programs and the preferences expressed by a questioned population give the prospect of 
Scenic Beauty estimation. 

The manuscript here presented illustrates the application of two methods, which are widely applied in 
the international literature, though with a specific reference to the Italian context. The analysis will prove the 
capacity of some predictor indicators to correctly interpret public preferences by experts’ assessments.  

 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Infrastructure development must always ensure minimization of project’s costs and times, but 
simultaneously maximization of social and economic benefits reducing negative impacts on the community. 
This constraint is also specified by Italian standards where it is clearly specified that direct and indirect effects 
of infrastructural projects must be inspected on the landscape. 

The comparison of a method which used only expert pool’s assessments with untreated observers of a 
landscape was yet conducted by Clay and Smidt [1] in 2003 along a road corridor in California’s Central Coast 
region. Results indicated that Vividness and Variety had a significant relation to preference but the contribution 
of Variety was, however, limited and it did not supply additional information beyond that provided by Vividness 
in the regression equation. Naturalness wasn’t significant and was not considered to predict preference.  

The European Landscape Convention [2] defines the landscape as portion of territory whose features 
draw from natural and anthropogenic factors and consequently interrelationships. This Convention wishes that 
all States involved in major infrastructural projects recognize the landscape as part of the living space of the 
community, but also as expression of their cultural and natural heritage diversity and as source of their 
individuality. These considerations must be extended to all natural, rural and urban environments and it must 
include earthly landscape, inland and marine waters, embracing also degraded landscapes. Clear and objective 
methods to assess a landscape’s Visual Quality are yet to be recognized and clearly defined. A great number of 
researchers has been dealing for years with this question developing highly subjective or more complex and 
quantitative methodologies. Significant advances subsist in this field but none employed methodology is 
universally accepted today to assess the Visual Quality of a landscape. 

The Bureau of Land Management [3] in US applies an evaluative system to physiographic provinces, 
based on seven factors: landform, vegetation, water, color, adjacent scenery, scarcity and cultural modifications. 
A contrast rating system is employed to analyze potential visual impacts of proposed projects and activities. 
Because of an emphasis on impacts, BLM system implies that natural landscapes are the ideal.  

The Arizona Department of Transportation [4] employs a multi-stepped designation process, focusing 
on identifying natural and cultural resources. The program first designates discrete areas (landscape units) via 
some mapping operation. An evaluation is then performed to determine levels of visual quality per-unit. Three 
descriptor variables: vividness, intactness and unity are applied to this effort. A visual quality rating is then 
gleaned from these descriptors, which is weighted by the road’s length. Implicit in this final step is that the 
longer the roadway, the more visual quality is present. 

The Washington State Department of Transportation’s byway program [5] applies an expert approach. 
Predictor variables used as indications of scenic value are vividness, intactness, unity and uniqueness. According 
to the Arizona DOT program unique geographic zones must first be divided into landscape units. The units are 
then evaluated with descriptor, using a 7-point scale. Individual ratings are merged, with cumulative scores 
above 30 being designated “exceptional scenery”, scores of 25–29 designated “highly scenic” and scores of 20–
24 designated “scenic”. 
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California Department of Transportation [6], [7] has procedures modeled on FHWA’s Visual Impact 
Assessment for Highway Projects [8]. In CALTRANS Guidelines DOT formulates the ambition as being to 
conserve and increase California’s natural beauty: the more pristine and unaffected by intrusions, the more 
likely the nominated highway will qualify as scenic. Landscapes are judged in terms of vividness, intactness and 
unity. Landscape additions (referred to as intrusions) are viewed negatively. CALTRANS procedure derives 
directly from FHWA method where the landscape’s assessment related to visual quality is directly submitted to 
an expert pool. This procedure doesn’t involve direct judgment of the community to avoid possible 
dissatisfactions, protests and subsequent increase of the times and costs to road design. FHWA method 
generally employs picture-graphs form to characterize selected landscapes. Expert pool assigns a score to 
predictor indicators at each picture to assess visual quality. First step of this analysis is the identification of the 
position occupied by generic observer.  In fact it needs to differentiate landscape observed from roadway and 
landscape that is observed by not-users of roadway and so seen from the outside. 

 
Vividness occurs when an element is particularly intense, clear and brilliant to view and depends on 

environment morphology and on the union of water, flora and human development. 
Intactness subsists when the landscape is free from visual intrusion and depends also on the position of 

the elements in the image. It can be reduced, not only by adding a new visual resource, but also due to the 
subtraction from the landscape of existing visual resource. 

Unity is the last of the indicators used in FHWA method. This parameter measures the power union of 
the visual resources of the landscape to produce a coherent and harmonious vision. Homogeneity between 
natural and anthropogenic elements is one aspect of this criterion. In many cases accurate presence of natural 
and artificial components reinforces the unity of a landscape producing high visual quality. It’s noted that unity 
is also influenced by transitory ambient factors which are light and weather conditions, glares and shadows 
created by the light play. These circumstances can sometimes enhance it and sometimes rebate it.  

 
Public participation is desired and it is a component of most programs to assess scenic quality of a 

landscape [9]. A universally accepted procedure is not yet recognized to illustrate how data from untreated pool 
can be later incorporated into an organic overall process. Most researchers study as is feasible to interpret public 
preferences using only expert pool’s assessment. This operation is reasonable when identified preferences of a 
limited group of observers are correlated with landscape experts’ judgments to verify if regression equation is 
statistically significant. Most programs submit to expert-based assessments to justify planning direction. 

 
USDA Forest Service [10] developed a methodology where untrained observers are involved directly 

and they assign a score to visual quality of a landscape shown in pictures. There are various procedures to 
involve untreated observers and to collect data live, for example excursionists, where the questioned observers 
are living the visual quality of the landscape, and interviews where the questionnaire can be eventually sent by 
mail to a list of selected observers. Scenic Beauty is not completely contained “in the eyes of observers” 
according to this procedure and it must be appreciated not only as a specific property of the landscape, but it can 
be derived from judgments of untreated observers in response to their perception of the environment. Their 
assessments jointly depend, however, on perceived scenic beauty of landscape and on the evaluation criteria 
employed. 
 

STUDY CORRIDORS 

Numerous researchers are interested to verify and to authenticate the power of predictor variables used 
in this method to evaluate Visual Quality of a landscape and above all to prove the chance to predict public 
preference through expert pool’s assessments just about these indicators. One of these studies [1] has provided 
an analysis where the experts’ assessments related to pictures of various selected landscapes are combined with 
the judgments of untreated observers. 

The manuscript here presented illustrates an analogous analysis in Italian context. Preferred landscapes 
were chosen from the classification contained in [11]. This manuscript brings together homogeneous 
landscapes: landscapes with equal physiographic features (climate, morphology and soil), landscapes with same 
land use, similar environmental aspects, socio-economic and demographic factors. Figure 1 shows all Italian 
Regions and in particular the partition of Campania Region in 46 homogeneous landscapes. According to these 
categorizations, study corridors belonging to landscapes 6, 7 and 46 have been chosen. 
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FIGURE 1 General map of the study corridors. 
 

The first study corridor belonging to the landscape 6 is a segment (9.5 km) of the national highway S.S. 
7 bis from Mugnano del Cardinale to Monteforte Irpino. The second study corridor belonging to the landscape 7 
is a segment (5.9 km) of the national highway S.S. 145 form Vico Equense to Meta. The third study corridor 
belonging to the landscape 46 is a segment (5.9 km) of the national highway S.S. 166 from Atena Lucana to 
Tanagro river. The first corridor belongs to a coastal and partially urbanized landscape, the second belongs to a 
flat region with predominantly agricultural land use and the third belongs to a mountainous and slightly 
urbanized landscape. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study corridor 1                           Study corridor 2              Study corridor 3 

FIGURE 2 Study corridors details. 
 

METHOD 

Two related analyses were conducted along the corridors [1]. First analysis has required the scenic 
assessments of an expert pool of seven individuals who are U.S. and Italian professional landscape architects or 
professors. They evaluated selected landscapes using three descriptor variables vividness, intactness and unity 
chosen from a larger group. All the experts know the meaning of these predictor variables because, before the 
evaluation, detailed instructions concerning the assessment were provided them. Second analysis was developed 
using 201 untrained observers. These observers rated scenic beauty related to the same test slides used during 
expert assessment. 

Results from two studies were then statistically compared to verify the existence of a correlation 
between the experts’ assessments, using selected descriptor variables, and the untrained observers’ scenic beauty 
valuation. 

An inventory of color-pictures was generated along the study corridors in the autumn and summer of 
2008. The slides were taken between 10:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. using the same procedure presented in [10]. 
Photographic points were established at 1.5 km increments along the corridors. At each point two picture-graphs 
were taken from four possible positions (two on each side of the highway). Photo-positions at each location 

7 

6 

46
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were selected randomly, using a system of drawing two out of the possible four photo-positions out of a hat. 
This insured that no bias was applied to the photography. Further, no effort was made to isolate or remove any 
scenic elements from the acquired photography. The intention was to simply acquire photographs of landscape 
conditions, as they exist per-photo-position [1]. 

 
Thirty-six pictures were taken along the first study corridor, forty along the second and forty-four along 

the third. Resulting collection is composed of 111 slides (32 for the first corridor, 39 for the second and 40 for 
the third). According to other applications, it was necessary to select a set of these 111 slides because this 
number would have been too high. Psychology confirms gradual decrease of attention, owed to symptoms of 
tiredness and boredom, when an observer is focused for too many times on an object. Final test slides were 
selected randomly to reach a suitable pictures number that conducted also suitable statistically results. Fifteen 
slides for each landscape were selected. The experts for each picture have judged using a 7-point scale (1 = Very 
Low, 4 = Middle, 7 = Very High) three parameters: vividness, intactness and unity.  

 
Once acquired the expert pool’s assessments, visual quality for each picture has calculated according to 

FHWA procedure as mean of all rates assigned to the three parameters by seven experts. Table 1 shows 
descriptive statistics of three parameters according to expert assessment. It is noted how intactness is the 
indicator with highest standard deviation, while mean value is quite similar for all parameters. Unity has 
however highest mean. 

 
TABLE 1 Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Expert Pool 

  Mean of minimum values  Mean of maximum values  Mean Value Dev. Stand. 

Vividness 3.143 5.750 4.269 0.644 

Intactness 2.500 6.500 4.510 0.978 

Unity 2.857 6.500 4.689 0.959 

 
To appraise the level of internal consistency in the expert judgments Cronbach’s Alpha statistic was 

calculated for the indicators. Results show high level of consistency when Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient exceeds 
for each variable 0.70. The vividness descriptor received the highest alpha score (A = 0.949) but also intactness 
(A = 0.940) and unity (A = 0.938) received high alpha score. This is a signal how the experts had strong 
agreement with that concept and expert judgments are reliable in terms of their consistency to assess the scenic 
characteristics of chosen variables. 

 
Identical slides were then presented to untrained observers composed of 201 university students, who 

participated voluntarily without compensation. Before showing 45 slides, some indications related to selected 
landscapes have been given and the purpose of the analysis has been clarified. No details were given as to the 
goal of reviewing their responses with those from the expert pool. Respondents were asked to imagine 
themselves in the landscape represented per-slide, and to rate the scenic beauty of the landscape in view on a 10-
point scale, where a one represented very low scenic beauty and a 10 represented very high scenic beauty. 
Respondents were encouraged to use the full extent of the 10-point scale. Prior to the actual testing, preview 
slides taken along the test corridors were presented. These gave the respondents an opportunity to practice using 
the 10-point rating scale, and to observe the range of conditions to be rated. After the preview, the test scenes 
were presented one at a time for approximately 4-5 seconds each. Each participant independently rated each 
scene on the mentioned 10-point scale as it was presented. Table 2 shows synthetic statistic indicators of scores 
expressed by untreated observers for each slide. 

 
Figure 3 shows 4 slides number where it was reached maximum and minimum value of the visual 

quality derived from expert assessment, and the scenic beauty that is indicator of preference among students. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The goal was to determine the contribution of predictor variables to interpret public preferences. An 
examination of the correlations between the responses for perceived levels of scenic beauty and the expert 
assessments using three descriptors was conducted. Correlations are presented in Table 3. In Table 3 it’s also 
included Visual Quality parameter and Scenic Beauty indicator, in order to highlight the existence of relations 
between last indicator and three predictor variables to verify if it’s possible to reach public preferences using 
directly expert judgments. 
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FIGURE 3 Pictures with maximum and minimum V.Q. and S.B. 
 

TABLE 2 Descriptive Statistics of Scores for Untreated Pool 
 Picture Minimum  

value 
Maximum  

value 
Mean  
value 

Dev. Std. 

Landscape 1 1 5 10 8.04 1.43 
2 1 10 5.56 1.83 
3 1 10 8.38 1.46 
4 3 10 8.11 1.33 
5 5 10 8.10 1.39 
6 1 10 7.27 1.66 
7 1 10 5.16 1.63 
8 4 10 7.37 1.39 
9 1 10 5.51 1.72 
10 2 10 6.88 1.56 
11 1 10 7.09 1.63 
12 1 10 7.49 1.59 
13 5 10 8.14 1.29 
14 1 10 7.33 1.64 
15 3 10 7.45 1.62 

Landscape 2 16 1 10 6.18 1.59 
17 1 9 5.77 1.65 
18 1 10 5.11 1.73 
19 1 9 4.96 1.44 
20 1 10 6.72 1.70 
21 1 10 6.14 1.69 
22 1 9 5.76 1.56 
23 1 10 6.12 1.70 
24 1 10 5.54 1.65 
25 1 10 5.74 1.77 
26 1 10 6.20 1.61 
27 1 10 5.62 1.60 
28 2 10 6.99 1.57 
29 1 10 6.31 1.66 
30 1 10 6.89 1.64 

Landscape 3 31 1 10 6.45 1.77 
32 1 10 5.35 1.91 
33 1 10 4.48 1.64 
34 1 10 5.31 1.74 
35 1 8 4.38 1.69 
36 1 10 6.44 1.83 
37 1 10 5.71 1.60 
38 1 10 5.61 1.84 
39 1 9 4.65 1.56 
40 1 10 5.24 1.81 
41 1 9 4.78 1.55 
42 1 10 4.76 1.77 
43 1 9 4.75 1.59 
44 1 10 4.90 1.75 
45 1 9 5.12 1.76 
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Table 3 shows how a strong relation (r = 0.857) exists between Unity and Intactness, instead lesser 
degree correlations exist between Unity and Vividness (r = 0.579) and between Intactness and Vividness (r = 
0.307).  

Vividness is also significantly correlated to Scenic Beauty (r = 0.774), while weaker correlation to 
Scenic Beauty is presented by Unity (r = 0.247). Intactness has not correlation with Scenic Beauty (r = -0.077).  

Visual Quality is poorly correlated with Scenic Beauty (r = 0295); this result demonstrates, in contrast 
to FHWA, how a simple arithmetic mean of three indicators does not explain properly public preferences. It was 
necessary therefore to perform a multiple linear regression analysis. 

 
TABLE 3 Correlations 

 Vividness Intactness Unity Visual 
Quality 

Scenic 
Beauty 

Vividness - 0.307 0.579 - 0.774 

Intactness 0.307 - 0.857 - -0.077 

Unity 0.579 0.857 - - 0.247 

Visual Quality - - - - 0.295 

Scenic Beauty 0.774 -0.077 0.247 0.295 - 

 
 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Regression analysis was conducted using two stepwise techniques: forward selection and backward 
elimination. This approach involves several regression models to verify if significant relationship exists between 
descriptor variables and public preference. This chance allows appraising public preference related to scenic 
beauty of a landscape using expert pool’s assessments that correctly interpret it. Table 4 contains the results of 
two techniques. Analyzing forward selection it can observe how Vividness entered into the model at the first 
step because it had the highest correlation with Scenic Beauty (T = 8.024, P-value = 0.000) as confirmed by 
results of the correlations using expert pool’s judgments. When Intactness enters into the model (T = -3.970, P-
value = 0.000) with Vividness (T = 10.070, P-value = 0.000) their correlation with Scenic Beauty is high and a 
considerable contribution is offered to viewer preference. Once Unity was entered into the regression model (T 
= 1.042, P-value = 0.303) with Intactness (T = -2.833, P-value = 0.007) and Vividness (T = 7.037, P-value = 
0.000), correlation with Scenic Beauty increases but Unity is not significant. Backward elimination gave the 
same results as shown in Table 4.  

 
TABLE 4 Regression Analysis: Forward Inclusion and Backward Elimination 

 
 

Backward Elimination Forward Inclusion 
Step Step 

1 2 2 1 
Unity Constant 0.255    

T-value 1.042    
P-value 0.303    

Intactness Constant -0.583 -0.395 -0.395  
T-value -2.833 -3.970 -3.970  
P-value 0.007 0.000 0.000  

Vividness Constant 1.389 1.521 1.521 1.337 
T-value 7.037 10.070 10.070 8.024 
P-value < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0002 < 0.0001 

 
 

S.B. predicton model 

 R2 0.716 0.709 0.709 0.600 
R2

adj. 0.696 0.695 0.695 0.590 
 
 

ANOVA 

SSR (k) 39.831 (3) 39.413 (2) 39.413 (2) 33.338 (1) 
SSE (n-k-1) 15.771 (41) 16.189 (42) 16.189 (42) 22.264 (43) 

F-Fisher 34.515 51.125 52.125 64.388 
P-value < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0002 < 0.0001 

 
This procedure uses in the first step all three selected descriptors and then the variables less significant 

are deleted one by one. At the first stage, a model containing Unity, Intactness and Vividness but Unity was then 
deemed unnecessary. 
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At the second step Intactness and Vividness was considered and two variables are both significant to 
predict scenic beauty. Regression model contains an high adjusted coefficient of determination and providing 
identical regression model obtained by forward selection with two predictor indicators. At the last step, 
Vividness was regressed against scenic beauty and although it is significant, the correlation is somewhat lower 
than previous case. 

 
The combination of Intactness and Vividness establishes best model to predict Scenic Beauty; each 

indicator contains P-value less than 5% and the model has a high adjusted correlation coefficient (R2
adj = 0.695). 

Second best model contains only Vividness but adjusted coefficient of determination is lower (R2
adj = 0.590). 

The model with Unity (U), Intactness (I) and Vividness (V) combination has highest adjusted coefficient of 
determination (R2

adj = 0.696) but Unity is not significant (T-value = 1.042, P-value = 0.303). 
 
Final equation can be used, according to results shown in Table 4, to predict perceived Scenic Beauty 

(SB) of a landscape through expert pool’s assessments is following: 
 

IVSB ⋅−⋅= 395.0521.1                                   (1) 
 
Results shown in Table 4 prove that Scenic Beauty decreases when Intactness increases that is Scenic 

Beauty increases when not-Intactness (I) increases. The equivalence system used by the experts was changed 
(Table 5) to assess not-Intactness reversing the score order. This conversion was necessary to introduce not-
Intactness into the Scenic Beauty model and to assign a weight to the predictor variables. 

 
TABLE 5 Intactness/not-Intactness conversion system 
not-Intactness = presence of visual intrusion Intactness 

Absent 1 Very High 1 
Few 2 High 2 

Certain amount 3 Midly High 3 
Normal 4 Normal 4 
Several 5 Midly Low 5 

High 6 Low 6 
Very High 7 Very Low 7 

 
Vividness has a weight into regression model equal to:  
 

79.0
395.0521.1

521.1
=

+
=VW       (2) 

 
not-Intactness has a weight into regression model equal to:  
 

21.0
395.0521.1

395.0
=

+
=IW       (3) 

 
Final regression equation to predict Scenic Beauty by expert assessments using Vividness and not-Intactness is 
so following: 
 

IVSB ⋅+⋅= 21.079.0      (4) 
 

FACTOR ANALYSIS 

The aim of principal components analysis is to rightly describe generic phenomenon removing 
redundant informations because of correlated variables. Eigenvalues, eigenvectors, proportion of total variance 
accounted for by each factor and the proportion of total grant accounted for by each variable are presented in 
Table 6. The factors extracted from this analysis are F1 and F2; F3 factor cannot be used to regression because 
usable factors must be a standardized variable that necessarily must have a variance (or eigenvalue) greater than 
one or very near to one. Factor 1 as shown in Table 6 is a right combination of Unity and Intactness, and 
accounted for 0.73 % of the variability. Factors 2 is correlated directly with Vividness and inversely with 
Intactness, and accounted for 0.24 % of the variability. F1 and F2 were used in a multiple regression equation to 
predict Scenic Beauty for all 45 pictures. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 7 and in Table 8. 
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TABLE 6 Principal Component Factor Analysis 

                            Factors  F1 F2 F3 
 
 

Eigenvectors 
 

Vividness 0.471 0.841 -0.268
Intactness 0.592 -0.526 -0.611
Unity 0.654 -0.129 0.745 

 Eigenvalues 2.192 1.019 0.089 

% Variance 
 

73.062 23.965 2.973 

Proportion of total grant accounted for by each variable (%) Vividness 22.148 70.680 7.173 
Intactness 35.033 27.658 37.309
Unity 42.819 1.662 55.518 

 
 
The adjusted coefficient of determination (R²adj. = 0.696) of the Scenic Beauty prediction model that 

involves F1 and F2 factors is not significantly greater than adjusted coefficient of determination (R²adj. = 0.695) 
obtained in previous regression analysis using Vividness and Intactness as predictor variables.  

 
TABLE 7 Regression Analysis: Scenic Beauty vs. F1 and F2 (a) 

Factor Constant T-value P-value 

F2 1.020 9.364 < 0.0001 

F1 0.244 3.908 0.000 

 
The factors F1 (Unity + Intactness) and F2 (Vividness + not-Intactness) are not useful because of the 

no significant improvement of the model. Hence the role of Vividness and Intactness as simply desired 
predictors of preference was confirmed. 
 

TABLE 8 Regression Analysis: Scenic Beauty vs. F1 and F2 (b) 
R2 R2

adj SSR (k) SSE (n-k-1) F-Fisher P-value 

0.71 0.696 39.492 (2) 16.110 (42) 51.478 < 0.0001 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

Results derived from multiple regression analysis, where assessments of expert pool were related to 
untreated observers’ preferences, have shown how of the three descriptors, Vividness is the main component of 
model to predict public preference (or Scenic Beauty). In fact Vividness has recorded highest correlation and 
significance in regression equation. Unity has had weaker correlation to Scenic Beauty (r = 0.247) and so it was 
expelled from the prediction model. 

The results presented low correlation between Scenic Beauty and Intactness (r = - 0.077); consequently 
a strongly correlation between Scenic Beauty and not-Intactness exists and it is a needed component of the final 
regression model because is highly significance and increases adjusted coefficient of determination (R²adj. = 
0.695).  
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